Abstract: In [7] , a notion of noncommutative tangent space is associated with a conical pseudomanifold and the Poincaré duality in K-theory is proved between this space and the pseudomanifold. The present paper continues this work. We show that an appropriate presentation of the notion of symbols on a manifold generalizes right away to conical pseudomanifolds and that it enables us to interpret the Poincaré duality in the singular setting as a noncommutative symbol map.
Introduction
In this paper we give a concrete description of the Poincaré duality in K-theory for a conical pseudomanifold as stated and proved in [7] . This duality holds between the algebra C(X) of continuous fonctions on a (compact) pseudomanifold X and the C * -algebra C * (T c X) of a suitable tangent space of this pseudomanifold.
The tangent space T c X introduced in [7] is a smooth groupoid. It is no more commutative, but it restricts to the usual tangent space of a manifold outside the singularity and the singular contribution is quite simple.
The duality between C(X) and C * (T c X) is defined in terms of bivariant K-theory but it is important to recall that it implies the existence of an isomorphism:
The main purpose of this paper is to identify this isomorphism with a noncommutative symbol map, as one does in the smooth case with the usual symbol map. Indeed, the Poincaré duality in the case of a smooth closed manifold V induces an isomorphism between K 0 (V ) and K 0 (C * (T V )) ≃ K 0 (T * V ) which is nothing else but the principal symbol map:
sending classes of elliptic pseudodifferential operators (the basic cycles of the K-homology of V ) to classes of their principal symbols (the basic cycles of the K-theory with compact supports of T * V ).
All groupoids in the sequel are smooth (Lie groupoids), endowed with Haar systems in order to define their C * -algebras. Moreover, they are amenable (as continuous fields of amenable groupoids [1] ). In particular, there is no ambiguity about their C * -algebras and notations for their K-theory will be shortened:
If f is a homomorphism between two C * -algebras A, B, the corresponding class in KK(A, B) will be denoted by [f ] . When a vector bundle E → G (0) is given, we define a C * (G)-Hilbert module noted C * (G, E) by taking the completion of C ∞ c (G, r * E) for the norm associated with the C * (G)-valued product :
< f, g > (γ) = η∈G r(γ) < f (η −1 ), g(η −1 γ) > s(η) .
We shall use various deformation groupoids G = G 1 × {t = 0} ∪ G 2 ×]0, 1] t . The restriction morphism ev t=0 : G → G 1 at t = 0 gives an exact sequence:
whose ideal is contractible in KK-theory. If G 1 is amenable (which will always be the case in this paper), one gets that [ev t=0 ] ∈ KK(G, G 2 ) is invertible. The deformation element associated with the deformation groupoid is the Kasparov element defined by
For convenience, the pair groupoid on a set E will be denoted by C E .
The (open) cone over a space L is the quotient space cL = (L × [0, +∞[)/L × {0}.A conical pseudomanifold is a compact metrisable space X equipped with the following data. There is one singular point (but everything in the sequel can be written for a finite number) which means that a point c ∈ X is given and that X o := X \ {c} is a manifold. Conical pseudomanifolds are the simplest examples of a stratified space [4] . We distinguish two parts in the regular stratum X o :
where X − = h −1 ]0, 1[, and X + = X \ X − is a smooth compact manifold with boundary, the latter being identified with L. The identification X − ≃]0, 1[×L given by ϕ c will be often used without mention. The compactification M = X o of X o into a manifold with boundary L will be sometimes useful. The following picture illustrates the notations just defined:
h(X \ N ) := +∞ ,
A riemannian metric g on X o satisfying:
(ϕ c ) * g(h, y) = dh 2 + g L (y), (h, y) ∈]0, +∞[×L (1.5) on N \{c} is chosen, where g L is a riemannian metric on L. The corresponding exponential maps for X o and L are denoted e and e L , and the injectivity radius is assumed to be greater than 1 in both cases. The geodesic distances are denoted dist, dist L . The associated riemannian measure on X o and L will be noted dµ and dµ L and the associated Lebesgue measures on T x X o and T * x X o for x ∈ X o will be noted dX and dξ. We will note dµ R the Lebesgue measure on R.
We shall assume that X o is oriented, but all constructions below can be done in the general case with half densities bundles.
The tangent space of a conical pseudomanifold X was defined in [7] by:
The unit space is X o . This is a disjoint union where C X − is the pair groupoid of X − and T X + has groupoid structure equal to its vector bundle structure. We will mainly use in this paper a slightly different but equivalent (at the level of K-theory) definition of the tangent space which was also given in [7] :
We will refer to (1.7) as the 'q' version and (1.6) as the 'c' version of the tangent space of X.
The tangent groupoid is defined for the 'c' and the 'q' version by:
In order to write down on T q X some constructions made in [7] for T c X, one needs the following deformation groupoids:
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e describe now a differentiable structure for H. This is rather technical, and the unfamiliar reader can skip this construction up to the remark 1 which will be reused later.
t,u . We cover H 0 by four open subsets :
Here ε is an arbitrary small number and int(X + ) = X + \ ∂X + . We get the following cover of H:
We have
is the tangent groupoid [5] of int(X + ). We provide it with its usual smooth structure and H| A inherits the obvious product smooth structure. Next, the smooth structure of
For the two remaining subgroupoids, we need to specify some gluing functions in the deformation parameters. We choose once for all a smooth decreasing function:
be a smooth function satisfying min 1,
be a smooth function satisfying min 1, uτ (h)+t µ(h, t, u) 1 and µ(h, t, u) = uτ (h)+t if uτ (h) + t 3/4. Let:
be a smooth bijective function satisfying Coming back to the subgroupoid H| C , observe that:
We note shortly G I the first factor in
given by:
Then we provide G I with the smooth structure such that the bijective map E G I : V → G I given by:
is a diffeomorphism. Thus, H| C inherits the product structure of G I × C L . It is tedious but not difficult to check that the smooth structures given to H| A , H| B , H| C are compatible on their common domain and it remains to give H| D with a compatible smooth structure.
Remember that X o and L are riemmannian with exponential maps denoted by e and e L (see paragraph 1.1) and consider now the open subset
• if h(x) 1 then tV ∈ dom(e x ),
and (h, λ, t, u) ∈ V. We define a injective map E H : U → H by setting:
• for (x, V ) ∈ T X o with h(x) < 1 and x = (h, y), V = (λ, W ) as above:
is an open subset of U. We provide H| ′ D = H| D ∩ E H (U) with the smooth structure such that the map :
is open in H| A ∪ H| B ∪ H| C so it inherits a smooth structure as a submanifold of H| A ∪ H| B ∪ H| C . The smooth structure given to H| ′ D and H| ′′ D are compatible and cover H| D . The resulting smooth structure of H| D is compatible with the ones given to the three other subgroupoids, so we have given to H a smooth structure for which E H is an exponential map.
Remark 1
1. The gluing function l is important in the description of the Poincaré duals of elliptic noncommutative symbols. We will see that choosing l = log near h = 0 leads to this description with the help of b-calculus, while choosing l(h) = −1/h near h = 0 would lead to c-calculus. Different choices of l produce different but diffeomorphic smooth structures on H. Indeed, if l, m are two such choices, the map H → H equal to identity if (t, u) = (0, 0) or h 1 and sending (h, λ, x, y, 0, 0) to (h, λ.
l ′ (h) , x, y, 0) is a smooth isomorphism between H with the smooth structure given by l and H with the smooth structure given by m. This follows from a simple but tedious calculation and the fact that for any smooth function f : R → R, the map:
is smooth on R 3 .
All other gluing functions are technical ingredients and their choice has no incidences on the desired description.
3. All subgroupoids listed in (1.12) inherit smooth structures and exponential maps from those of H.
We will often use G q = H| u=0 in the sequel. Using E H , we get an exponential map for this groupoid:
• for (x, V, t) ∈ U | u=0 with h(x) 1:
• for (x, V, t) ∈ U | u=0 with h(x) < 1 and x = (h, y), V = (λ, W ):
where we have replaced µ(h, t, 0) by t to simplify.
The inverse of the exponential map E G q will be noted shortly Θ.
The following define a Haar system for G q which is necessary to define in a convenient way its C * -algebra:
h dµ near h = 0, in other words it coincides with the density coming from a b-metric like:
2 Equivalences of tangent spaces and Dirac elements
Two equivalent tangent spaces
The main results of [7] are the construction of a Dirac element D c ∈ KK(T c X × X, ·), a dual Dirac element λ c ∈ KK(·, T c X × X), where · stands for a point space, and the computations in bivariant K-theory:
which give in particular the isomorphism
in (1.1). In this paper, we will prefer to work with T q X rather than T c X, because the analog for T q X of Σ c :
has a nice description. We are going to describe the KK-equivalence between T q X and T c X in order to have a correct representant of D q .
Proof : Let ev + : H → T X + × [0, 1] be the restriction morphism and consider the commutative diagram:
The columns are exact. On the top line the induced maps in K-theory provide
Observe that
is the usual tangent groupoid of the manifold ]0, 1[. The associated Kasparov element
is invertible with inverse given by the Bott generator of KK(C, C 0 (R 2 )). It follows that in the bottom line
is the usual tensorisation operation in Kasparov theory.
In particular the Kasparov elements [ev u=1 ] in (2.4) and (2.6) are invertible. Hence, applying the five lemma to the long exact sequences in KK-theory associated with the first two columns of (2.3) give the invertibility of the element [ev u=1 ] in the middle line of (2.3). This yields that ∂ H , equal to [ev u=0 ] −1 ⊗ [ev u=1 ] in the middle line, is invertible.
The Dirac element for the 'q' version
Let us turn to the description of D q . We define:
We recall the construction of D c . We set:
where ν is the Morita equivalence ν ∈ KK(C X o , ·) given by:
∂ c is called the pre-Dirac element and the Dirac element is
where Φ c is the KK-element associated to the map defined by
and π c is the composition of the range map of T c X with the projection
In the 'q' version we set:
where π q projects T q X onto X like π c does T c X on X. We check that :
The following equality holds :
where D q is defined by (2.7).
Proof : Let us consider the commutative diagram:
At the level of KK-theory, the bottom line of the diagram gives ∂ q , up to the Morita equivalence ν, while the top line gives ∂ c (up to ν). The right column gives the KKequivalence ∂ H while the product ev
To finish, let us introduce the multiplication morphism:
, where the projection map π H : H → X extends π q and π c in the obvious way. Denoting in the same way the restriction morphisms for the product groupoid H × X, we get the formulas:
Hence:
Cycles of the K-theory of the tangent space
Symbols on a manifold as operators on the tangent space
To proceed, we need some definitions about pseudodifferential calculus on groupoids. The notions summed up below can be found with full details in the litterature: [28, 18, 21, 6] .
Let G be a smooth groupoid (the space of units is allowed to be a manifold with boundary, but the fibers are manifolds without boundary). Let
A G-operator P is a pseudodifferential operator on G (resp. of order m) if for any open local chart Φ : Ω → s(Ω) × W of G such that s = pr 1 • Φ (that is, for any distinguished chart) and any cut-off function χ ∈ C ∞ c (Ω), we have (
. These definitions extend immediately to the case of operators acting between sections of bundles on G (0) pulled back to G with the range map r. The space of compactly supported pseudodifferential operators on G acting on sections of r * E and taking values in sections of r * F will be noted Ψ * c (G, E, F ). If F = E we get an algebra denoted by
Basic examples of the usefulness of these operators are the case of foliations [6, 28] and manifolds with corners [16] . This calculus is also used in [7] to define KK-theory classes and to compute some Kasparov products. Here, to motivate our definition of noncommutative symbols on a singular manifold, we explain in more details what is suggested in the introduction.
Let V be a smooth compact riemannian manifold, E a smooth vector bundle over V and consider the tangent space T V as a smooth groupoid (thus r and s are equal to the canonical projection map T V → V ).
Let a ∈ Ψ * c (T V, E). By definition, a is a smooth family (a x ) x∈V where a x is a translation invariant pseudodifferential operators on T x V (with coefficients in End E x ) and thus can be regarded as a distribution a x (X) on T x V acting by convolution on
where the last integral is understood in the distributional sense. The distribution a x (X) being compactly supported, it has a Fourier transform a x (ξ) which is just its symbol. The whole family ( a x ) x identifies with a classical symbol on V taking values in End E), that is, a ∈ S * (V, End E) and since the Fourier transform exchanges convolution with pointwise multiplication, we get an algebra homomorphism:
which is obviously injective. Conversely, the inverse Fourier transform associates to any
which, as a convolution operator, is a T V -pseudodifferential operator by the formula:
Moreover, introducing a smooth function φ(x, X) on T V equal to 1 if X = 0 and equal to 0 if |X| > 1, we get:
where S(T V, End E) stands for the (Schwartz) space of smooth sections whose partial derivatives are rapidly decaying in the fibers of T V .
Thus, enlarging Ψ * c (T V, E) as follows:
, the algebra monomorphism (3.1) extends to an algebra isomorphism
which preserves the filtrations. For a general discussion about the enlargement of spaces of compactly supported pseudodifferential operators by adding regularizing ones, see [28, 13] . One can then reformulate the classical description of the K-theory with compact supports of T * V :
has a representant of the following form:
where E, F are smooth vector bundles over V and a
Noncommutative symbols and their ellipticity on a conical pseudomanifold
Motivated by the previous approach, we enlarge the space of compactly supported pseudodifferential operators on T q X and define them as noncommutative symbols on the pseudomanifold X. Definitions are given in the scalar case since the presence of vector bundles bring no issues. We introduce:
Definition 1 Let τ be the function choosed in (1.15) and define the function |.| : T q X → R + by:
The restriction at t = 0 of the Haar system G q defined in (1.25) provides a Haar system for T q X, and extended at h = 0 in the obvious way, we get a Haar system for T q X. It is then easy to check that |.| is a length function with polynomial growth on T q X and the corresponding Shwartz algebra is denoted by S(T q X) ( [13] ). Using the seminorms:
where N is a positive integer and D ∈ Diff(T q X) is a differential operator on T q X, this Schwartz algebra can be presented as follows:
By restriction at h = 0 of these functions, we get the Schwartz algebra S(R × C L ) of the groupoid R × C L endowed with the restricted Haar system.
Definition 2 The algebra of noncommutative symbols on X is defined by:
We also define S * 0 (X) as the kernel of the restriction homomorphism at h = 0:
The image of ρ is exactly the algebra P * inv (R × L) of translation invariant pseudodifferential operators on R × L defined by R. Melrose in [15] . The following observations will lead to the notion of ellipticity for these noncommutative symbols.
Proposition 4 The following inclusion holds
Moreover, we have S −1 (X) ⊂ C * (T q X) and
Proof : It is known from [18, 28] 
is an ideal of C * (T q X) and since any a ∈ Ψ 0 (T q X) maps C * (T q X) to itself, (3.6) is true. Since C * (T q X) is the kernel of the restriction morphism
In the sequel, the algebra of small b-calculus [14] will be denoted by P * b (M ) and its ideal consisting of operators with vanishing indicial families will be denoted by P * b,0 (M ). Given a G q -pseudodifferential operator P , its restriction P | t at any t > 0 is a C X o -pseudodifferential operator, that is, an ordinary pseudodifferential operator on the (open) manifold X o . In fact, we will denote by Ψ * b (G q ) the algebra of G q -pseudodifferential operators whose restrictions P | t at any t > 0 are in the b-calculus of M = X o , that is, such that for all t > 0, P | t ∈ P * b (M ). The ideal of operators P ∈ Ψ * b (G q ) such that P | t ∈ P * b,0 (M ) for all t > 0 will be denoted by Ψ * b,0 (G q ). The previous proposition extends to these spaces: Proposition 5 The following inclusions hold:
This follows from properties of b-calculus and the proposition 4.
The relative ellipticity of a ∈ S * (X) is exactly its ellipticity as a pseudodifferential operator on T q X. The notion of ellipticity for our noncommutative symbols is stronger and is similar to the notion of full ellipticity [14, 17] .
Indeed, let σ(a) ∈ C ∞ (S * M ) be the principal symbol of a ∈ S * (X) viewed as a pseudodifferential operator on T q X. We call (σ(a), ρ(a)) ∈ C ∞ (S * M ) × P * inv (R × L) the leading part of a.
Proposition 6
The following assertions are equivalent:
1. The noncommutative symbol a is elliptic on X.
The leading part of a is invertible.
Proof : (i)⇒ (ii) is obvious. Conversely, let a ∈ Ψ d (T q X) be a noncommutative symbol whose principal part is invertible. Since a is an elliptic T q X-pseudodifferential operator, we can choose b ∈ Ψ −d (T q X) inverting a modulo Ψ −1 (T q X). From the smoothness of the family a we get a continuous map h ∈ [0, 1] → a| h ∈ P * inv (R × L) and the invertibility of ρ(a) implies the invertibility of a| h if h < α for some α > 0. We pick a cut-off function ω ∈ C ∞ c [0, α[ such that ω(0) = 1 and we set :
where q ∈ Ψ −1 (T q X), and ab − 1 ∈ S −1 0 (X) is proved. Things are similar for ba − 1.
K-theory of the tangent space
We prove in this paragraph that elliptic noncommutative symbols, when vector bundles are allowed, are the cycles of K 0 (T q X). As already quoted, definitions 1 and 2 extend immediately to the case of vector bundles and we note S * (X, E, F ) the space of noncommutative symbols on X acting between sections of bundles E, F over M . With the convention S * (X, E) := S * (X, E, E), the proposition 4 becomes:
Therefore, we can associate to each elliptic noncommutative symbol a ∈ S 0 (X; E, F ) on X of order 0, an element in the K-theory of T q X:
Definition 4 Let a ∈ S 0 (X; E, F ) be an elliptic noncommutative symbol on X. We set:
where: 
It is straightforward that [a] does not depend on the choice of the quasi-inverse b. The main result of this section is that proposition 3 holds in this new framework:
Theorem 1 Every element of K 0 (T q X) has a representant among elliptic noncommutative symbols. More precisely:
| a is an elliptic noncommutative symbol on Xof order 0},
Remarks 1 1. Considering the Kasparov ungraded modules
given by (C * (T q X, E), a) where a ∈ S 0 (X, E) and a 2 −1 ∈ S −1 0 (X, E), the conclusion is the same for K 1 (T q X).
In the same way, relative elliptic noncommutative symbols span the K-theory of
Proof of the theorem: Let us denote by ∆ the following subset of K 0 (T q X):
| a is an elliptic noncommutative symbol on Xof order 0}.
From the exact sequence of C * -algebras:
we get the exactness of
If i(K 0 (C L × T I)) ⊂ ∆ and ev + (K 0 (T q X)) ⊂ ev + (∆) then the theorem is true. These inclusions are checked in the following lemmas.
Lemma 1 The inclusion
Proof of the lemma: It is sufficient to find a generator e of K 0 (C * (C L × T I)) ≃ Z such that i * (e) ∈ ∆. We will define first an appropriate generator of
and then we will use an isomorphism
Let us choose the following generator of K 0 (C 0 (R 2 )):
On the other hand, let B + be an elliptic pseudodifferential operator on L with index 1. Without loss of generality, we may assume that B + is of order 1, is almost unitary (ie, unitary modulo 0 order operators) and acts between sections of a trivial bundle L×C k . Let b + ∈ C ∞ (S * L, U k (C)) be its principal symbol. Then the following represents 1 ∈ K 0 (C L ):
Now the Kasparov product
) and is represented by (E", F ") where:
Here I n denotes the identity matrix of rank n and⊗ is the graded tensor product. Recall the matricial expression of D:
It is clear that D is a pseudodifferential operator on L with parameters (h, λ) ∈ R 2 (of order 1) in the sense of [25] , acting on the sections of the product bundle L × C 4k . Following the construction of complex powers given in [25] , we see that F " remains in the same space of operators with parameters (but of course, it is of order 0). Let us find a better representant of x ′′ by trivializing F ′′ at +∞. Let us introduce the matrix:
We choose a smooth decreasing function M equal to 1 on ] − ∞, 0] and vanishing near h = +∞. We set:
We are going to check that C 2 − 1 ∈ K(E ′′ ). Observe that:
where the bracket is Z 2 -graded. To compute [F ′′ , J], let us proove that (1 + D 2 ) −1/2 commutes with J. Setting :
one gets:
and:
hence J∆ = ∆J which implies, using functional calculus, that J commutes with ∆ −1/2 , hence:
J with M t (h) = M (th) provides an operatorial homotopy between x" = (E ′′ , F ′′ ) and (E ′′ , C).
Using a Fourier transform with respect to the variable λ and a reparametrization R ≃]0, 1[ on h, we get an isomorphism φ :
) and C gives rises to an element still noted C and belonging to Ψ 0 (C L × T I, C 4k ). We now set
Finally we extend C to T q X by setting C = J on T X + thanks to the formula (3.11). Hence:
Lemma 2 The equality ev
Proof of the lemma: To each K-theory class σ ∈ K 0 (T * X + ) we shall associate a σ ∈ ∆ with (a σ )| T X + = σ.
Each element of σ ∈ K 0 (T * X + ) can be represented by a continuous section f over T * X + \ X + of the bundle Iso(π * E, π * F ) for some complex vector bundles E, F over X + pulled-back by π : T * X + → X + . One can assume that f is homogeneous of degre 0 in the fibers of T * X + and independent of h near {h = 1} = ∂X + .
One sets E = F = X + × C since the general case is identical. Using the StoneWeierstrass theorem, we can find g ∈ C ∞ (T * X + ) polynomial in ξ, independent of h near h = 1 and approximating uniformily f in the corona {ξ ∈ T * X + | 1/2 |ξ| 2} up to an arbitrary small ε > 0. Thus, modifying f by:
one gets another representant of σ ∈ K 0 (T * X + ).
Choosing an exponential map θ for T q X, a cut-off function φ ∈ C ∞ c (T q X) equal to 1 on units and extending f to T * X o in the obvious way, one can define the following noncommutative symbol on X:
where x = r(γ), x ′ = s(γ) and u ∈ C ∞ c (T q X). This noncommutative symbol is relatively elliptic on X, which is not sufficient here. We then consider the restriction a 0 of a f at h = 0. If we note θ 0 , φ 0 the corresponding restrictions of θ, φ, we have, using the same formula as (3.13):
. Taking the Fourier transform with respect to the real variable in the above operator, we get a pseudodifferential operator a 0 (λ) on L with parameter λ ∈ R which satisfies the condition of ellipticity with parameters, hence, by a classical result on operators with parameters, a 0 (λ) is invertible for large |λ|. Note that θ, φ can be chosen so that:
where exp L is for instance the exponential map associated with the metric (1.5) and φ L is compactly supported in the range of exp L and satisfies φ L (y, y) = 1. It follows that,
where u ∈ C ∞ (L) and f 0 denotes the restriction of f at h = 0.
Observe that f 0 has a holomorphic extension with respect to the cotangent variable λ ∈ R in the strip
Indeed, the following function:
makes sense as a holomorphic function in z = λ + iu ∈ B taking values in the space C ∞ (T * L) and is equal to f 0 when u = 0. Moreover, for fixed u ∈] − 1/2, 1/2[, the function:
is a symbol of order 0 on L with parameter λ ∈ R and one can find a constant C independent of y, λ, η such that:
Since f 0 (y, λ, η) satisfies by construction the condition of ellipticity for symbols on L with parameters λ ∈ R, the previous estimate ensures that the same is true for f 0 (y, λ + iu, η) assuming that |u| < α for some α > 0 small enough. In the sequel we restrict the strip B according to this ellipticity condition. It follows that (3.14) gives rise to a holomorphic family z → a 0 (z) taking values in elliptic pseudodifferential operators on L of order 0. We have noted earlier that there exists z ∈ B such that a 0 (z) is invertible, so by a classical result on homolorphic families of Fredholm operators, the sets:
are finite for all α ′ < α. Hence, there exists β such that a 0 (λ + iβ) is invertible for all λ ∈ R.
Observe also that each a 0 (z) restricted to horizontal lines im(z) = u in B is a pseudodifferential operator on L with parameter λ = re(z), which allows to define a u ∈ P * inv (R×L) by:
Choosing a smooth function u(h) such that u(0) = β and u(1) = 0, we can define the required elliptic noncommutative symbol a σ on X by:
Unbounded noncommutative symbols, Fuchs type noncommutative symbols
We can also associate K-theory classes to elliptic noncommutative symbols on X of positive order. To do that, we state:
Let a ∈ S m (X, E) be an elliptic noncommutative symbol on X with m > 0.
Let us consider a as an unbounded operator on
C * (T q X, E) with domain C ∞ c (T q X,
E). Then its closure a is regular ([2]).
Proof : The closure of a with domain C ∞ c (T q X, E) is regular as an unbounded operator on C * (T q X, E) and following the proof of this result in [28] , we see that everything remains true if we consider a as an unbounded operator on C * (T q X, E) with domain C ∞ c (T q X, E). Note that the result still holds if a is only relatively elliptic on X. As a consequence, to each elliptic noncommutative symbol a on X of order m > 0 corresponds a morphism q(a) = a(1 + a * a) −1/2 ∈ L(C * (T q X, E)) and using the construction of complex powers given in [27] , we get:
2) q(a) is an elliptic noncommutative symbol on X.
Proof : 1) Done in [27] . 2) Let b be a parametrix for a, that is ab = 1+ r, ba = 1+ s with r, s regularizing operators vanishing at h = 0. Then (1 + a * a) 1/2 b is a parametrix for q(a). Now we can associate to each elliptic a ∈ S m (X, E, F ) the following K-theory class : [q(a)]. Note that these noncommutative symbols do not produce directly unbounded KK-theoritic elements ( [2] ) since (1+a * a) −1/2 is not a compact operator on the C * (T q X)-Hilbert module C * (T q X, E). This defect leads us to consider Fuchs type noncommutative symbols. Let ϕ be a positive smooth increasing function of h, equal to 1 if h 1 and satisfying ϕ(h) = h near h = 0. T q X, E) ). Thanks to the unbounded behavior of p with respect to h at h = 0, the operator (1 + p * p) −1/2 is actually compact so (C * (T q X, E), p) provides an unbounded KK-theoritic element in the sense of [2] .
Examples of such symbols come from Dirac type operators on X, where the latter is provided with a conical metric g = dh 2 + h 2 g L , and their typical expression near h = 0 is:
where S is a Dirac type operator on L. See [8] for a developpement of this example.
4 Poincaré dual of elliptic noncommutative symbols
Construction of a noncommutative symbol map
We are going to define a noncommutative symbol map for b-operators using a deformation process encoded by G q . We then get a generalization of the complete symbol map for manifolds [10, 30] , and like the notion that it generalizes, the noncommutative symbol is not canonical and depends on several choices: exponential maps, cut-off functions, connections on vector bundles. The idea of the construction is very close to [10, 9] . We motivate the forthcoming constructions by recalling the case of differential operators on a smooth manifold V . Let Q be a differential operator on V and:
its expression in a given local chart. For each t ∈]0, 1], the differential operator P t on V defined locally by:
is well defined and setting:
we get a differential operator P = (P t ) t∈[0,1] on the tangent groupoid
As explained in paragraph 3.1, P 0 represents exactly the (total) symbol of Q. Let us do the same thing for b-differential operators on M = X o with the tangent groupoid G q (1.9) of the pseudomanifold X.
From now on, the gluing function l (1.18) is equal to logarithm function l = log near h = 0. Let Q be a b-differential operator on M [14] . That means that near {h = 0} = ∂M , one has, writing x = (h, y) ∈]0, 1[×L:
where a k are differential operators on L, depending smoothly in h. We define the family (P t ) t∈ [0, 1] as in (4.1), (4.2) on X + , while we set on X − , writing X = (λ, V ) ∈ R × T y L:
3)
The functions κ and τ are those chosen in (1.16) and (1.15) . Observe that for h close enough to 0, (4.3) and (4.4) give:
Note that P 0 is a noncommutative symbol on X and that P 0 | h=0 = p(0, y, D y , D λ ) is exactly the indicial operator of Q [14] . Moreover, the full ellipticity of Q as a b-operator (that is its interior ellipticity and the invertibility of the indicial family) is the same as the ellipticity of P 0 as a noncommutative symbol on X. Hence, we have defined a map σ : Q → P 0 defined on b-differential operators and taking values in noncommutative symbols on X. It remains to extend this map to the pseudodifferential case: the idea is basically the same but things are more technical. We will use a cover of M × M by three open subsets R 1 , R 2 , R 3 as shown below and a partition of unity ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 subordinated to this cover. For instance,
and R 3 is some open neighborhood of the complement of
with Schwartz kernel κ. Let Q i i = 1, 2, 3 be the operators with Schwartz kernel κ i = ω i κ so that:
Let us focus on Q 1 . Applying a Mellin transfom on κ 1 , we get:
where a 1 is a smooth function of h ∈ [0, 1/2[ taking values in the space of pseudodifferential operators on L with one parameter η ∈ R. Using a cut-off function φ 1 such that ω 1 φ 1 = ω 1 , one recovers the action of Q 1 on functions as follows:
Since κ(t, h) = 1 and l(h) = log(h) when h ∈ [0, 1/2], setting:
for t > 0 and defining P 1,0 ∈ Ψ * (T q X) by:
(4.6) we get a pseudodifferential operator on G q given by P 1 = (P 1,t ) t∈[0,1] and such that P 1 | t=1 = Q 1 .
Since κ 2 is supported in R 2 which is included both in a compact subset of X o × X o and in the range of E G q = Θ −1 , we can set:
Then, choosing any function φ 2 compactly supported in a neighborhood of R 2 and satisfying ω 2 φ 2 = ω 2 , we have for all functions u ∈ C ∞ c (X o ):
To extend Q 2 as we did for Q 1 , we set:
This is for t > 0, and we define P 2,0 ∈ Ψ(T q X) by:
(4.9) The last piece Q 3 is smoothing and its Schwartz kernel κ 3 (x, x ′ ) vanishes both on a neighborhood of the diagonal and on a neighborhood of ∂M × ∂M in M 2 . This implies that κ 3 defined by κ 3 (x, x ′ , t) = κ 3 (x, x ′ ) if t > 0 and κ 3 | t=0 = 0, belongs to C ∞ (G q ) and the behavior of κ 3 (x, x ′ ) near h(x) = h(x ′ ) = 0, resulting from the assumption that Q is in the small calculus, yields also κ 3 (x, x ′ , t) ∈ C * (G q ). Thus setting for t > 0 and u ∈ C ∞ c (X o ):
and for t = 0: P 3,0 = 0, we have extended
We get a linear map:
Restricting P Q at t = 0 gives the desired noncommutative symbol map:
With the notations above, we define the noncommutative symbol of Q by :
The following facts are obvious:
Remark 3 1. Q is fully elliptic as a b-operator if and only if σ(Q)
is elliptic as a noncommutative symbol on X.
If
P ∈ P p b (M ) and Q ∈ P q b (M ) then σ(P Q) = σ(P )σ(Q) modulo S p+q−1 (X).
Everything above can be written in the same way for operators acting on sections of a vector bundle.
The noncommutative symbol map depends on the choices of the cover of M 2 , of the partition of unity and of the exponential map of G q , but the K-theory class of the noncommutative symbols of fully elliptic b-operators does not depend on these choices, as we will see in the next paragraph.
Conversely, one can define a quantification map op b which is a quasi inverse of σ. We describe it now. Let us choose ω ∈ C ∞ c ([0, 1/2[) such that ω(h) = 1 near h = 0. Let a be a noncommutative symbol on X and write
We extend a 1 as a G q -pseudodifferential operator a 1 by reverting the process used in (4.5,4.6). Let f 2 be a symbol of a 2 viewed as a pseudodifferential operator on T q X. That means that f 2 is an ordinary symbol on A * (T q X) = T * X o such that:
where op T q X is given by:
Here Θ q = (E T q X ) −1 is the inverse of the exponential map of T q X given by restriction of E H , and φ is a cut-off function equal to 1 on units and supported in the range of Θ q . We can use the formulae (4.7,4.8, 4.9) to build from f 2 a G q -pseudodifferential operator a 2 with the property :
Thus we get an approximate lifting of noncommutative symbols:
satisfying:
(4.11)
By construction:
In the same way, if P ∈ P * b (M ) then op b (σ(P ))−P is a smoothing operator with vanishing indicial operator.
The Poincaré duality as a noncommutative symbol map
All ingredients are now at hands to finish. Observe that to each fully elliptic b-operator P : C ∞ (M, E) → C ∞ (M, F ) acting on sections of complex vectors bundles E, F , corresponds a K-homology class [P ] = [(L 2 (M ; E ⊕ F ; dλ 1 ), ρ 1 , P)] on X where:
• L 2 (M ; E ⊕ F ; dλ 1 ) is the Z 2 -graded Hilbert space modeled on the measure dλ 1 and on product type hermitian structures on E and F ,
• ρ 1 is the action of C(X) onto L 2 (M ; E ⊕ F ; dλ 1 ) in the natural way through the quotient map M → X = M/X − ,
• P = 0 Q P 0 where Q is a full parametrix of P .
Theorem 2 With the previous notations and those of the definition 4, the isomorphism
Σ q : K 0 (X) → K 0 (T q X) defined in (2.
2) is given by:
[P ] −→ [σ(P )] (4.13)
Remark 4
• Recall that from theorem 1, we know that every K-theory class [a] ∈ K 0 (T q X) has a representant a among elliptic noncommutative symbols on X. From (4.12), we know that a is in the same K-theory class than the noncommutative symbol σ(P ) of a fully elliptic b-operator P . Eventually, since Σ q is an isomorphism, we get that each K-homology class of X is represented by a fully elliptic b-operator.
• Using the deformation of T q X into T c X, leading to the KK-equivalence T q X ∼ T c X, one could also get a concrete interpretation for Σ c . However, the adequate adaptation of the notion of noncommutative symbols is more difficult to relate directly to what is done in boundary values problems or former studies about pseudodifferential calculus for groupoids.
Proof : Let P : C ∞ (M, E 0 ) → C ∞ (M, E 1 ) be a fully elliptic 0-order b-operator. Let E = E 0 ⊕ E 1 and a = σ(P ) ∈ S 0 (X, E). We need to prove that Σ Firstly, s X ([a]) ⊗ Φ q ∈ KK(X, T q X) is represented by:
(C * (T q X, E), ρ, a) (4.15)
where ρ : C(X) → L(C * (T q X, E)) is given by ρ(f )(ξ)(γ) = ξ(γ)f (π q (γ)).
The next step is to find [ E, ρ, a] ∈ KK(X, G q ) (4. We set E = C * (G q , E), we define ρ by ρ(f )(ξ)(γ) = f ( π q (γ))ξ(γ), and a is defined from a using (4.10). By construction a ∈ Ψ 0 b (G q , E) ⊂ L(C * (G q , E)) and a 2 = 1 modulo G q , E) ). It follows that the triple ( E, ρ, a) defined above satisfies (4.16) and (4.17) . Evaluating this element at t = 1 gives: (e 
Index map
Since X is a compact Hausdorff space the map p sending X to a point gives rise to a morphism: p * : K 0 (X) → K 0 (·) = Z called, for obvious reasons, the index map. We can capture p * with the pre-Dirac element and Poincaré duality:
Proposition 9 Let us denote by Ind q the map:
then the following holds:
In other words, the index of a fully elliptic 0-order b-operator P : C ∞ (M, E) → C ∞ (M, F ) viewed as a Fredholm operator between L 2 (M, E, dλ 1 ) and L 2 (M, F, dλ 1 ) is equal to Ind q (σ(P )).
Proof : The homomorphism C → C(X) corresponding to p : X → · is denoted by p. We have
so by the commutativity of the Kasparov product over C:
is equal to the class of the identity homomorphism of C * (T q X), hence:
